
The SPace ENVironment Information 
System (SPENVIS) - a new framework.

In order to facilitate access to space environment and effects models, the SPace ENVironment Information System (SPENVIS) has been developed for ESA by BIRA-IASB since 1996, under

ESA contracts. SPENVIS is a web-based interface to a comprehensive set of models of the space environment and its effects on spacecraft components and astronauts. SPENVIS has

been operational for more than twenty years and has a large international user community who is using the system for various purposes like mission analysis and planning, education

and scientific research.

We present the current status of the new SPENVIS system in development that is based on the Network of Models (NoM) concept and includes a complete new front-end design. In this

new framework users will be able to run state-of-the-art space environment and effect models through the GUI or a REST API. Furthermore, the system will allow users to construct

their own workflows for running various scenarios of chained models starting from a single particle energy spectrum or generated/uploaded spacecraft trajectory up to environmental

effects.
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SPENVIS framework architecture

spenvis_implementation.py
Run the model binary

- Pre-process inputs to handle various cases e.g.
conditional input, file type conversion, material 
properties,…
- Handle error and warning
- Post-process results into a single JSON file data_model.py

Convert any data from one format to another in 
a consistent manner  

spenvis_reader.py
Produce NoM actual output

- Only based on spenvis.json

spenvis.json

model_specifications.json

SPENVIS model runs

Back-End
Django/NoM-Client

NoM-Server
Flask

Front-End
React

Click on “Create 
configuration” button 

- Make a python object 
containing the model 
configuration among other 
things.

- Dump the object into a 
pickle file

configuration (JSON)

POST Call /api/model-
configuration/create

Click on “Run” button - Load the Python object from 
the previously saved pickle 
file

- Process its configuration 
into something NoM 
understands (JSON 
structure)

- Run the model using NoM
API

▪ NoM calls the python 
wrapper of the model

▪ The wrapper process NoM 
input and execute the 
binaries

▪ When the simulation is 
done NoM calls the 
Python reader which 
process output to comply 
to the model specifications

Show the results in a user-
friendly way

POST /api/model-
configuration

NoM API

NoM APIResults (JSON)
Update the pickle file to store 
the simulation results

𝐆𝐎𝐀𝐋𝐒
❑ Increase flexibility and granularity of the system
❑ Modernise the SPENVIS Graphical User Interface (GUI) and 

enhance the user experience
❑ Provide a consistent and expandable interface to models and 

tools
❑ Provide a SPENVIS Application Programming Interface (API)

(https://bids.berkeley.edu/news/joy-code-refactoring)
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SPENVIS mission analysis tool

SPENVIS workflows

Contact: spenvis_team@aeronomie.be
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